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Let me tell you about trout in water. First, trout have

to have water to breath. Second, they need water to

swim and lay their eggs. Third, they need gravel to

protect their eggs in the water. All in all, I know

about trout in water.

Let me tell you how bears use water. First, bears eat

anything they find in the river. Second, one of the

things they use the water for is catching fish. Third,

they drink the water and cool off in it. All in all, now

you know three things about bears and water. 

Let me tell you about river otters. First, they eat fish in

the water. Second, they use water to move around in

their habitat. Third, they make traps to catch eels. As

you can see, I know three things about river otters. 

Let me tell you about beavers. First, they make dams

out of trees on creeks. Second, this makes ponds.

Third, I saw a beaver home on water. As you can see, I

know three things about beavers.





Here no flash of Kingfisher in darting dive

  he must hunt another pond

Floating corpses bob and roll

  in windrows by this shore

Silver bellies turned to the sun

  gas filled and floating high

No stirring fin among them

  open gills heed not the push of wave

Here awash in stagnant soup 

  in plenitude they lie

None here to feed the Kingfisher's baby

  so he must seek another pond

This pond has died

  as have the small hearts within these fishes

Here the only pulse 

  is wave stirred murky water

Silver bellies bob and roll

  in decaying counterfeit of life

Where now

  will the kingfisher feed his baby

Are there yet ponds

  where small silver fish dart and dive

Is there a place

  with clean and treasured water

A small basin 

  filled with living healthy things  

The Kingfisher flies now on tired wings

  in search of such a place

This broken Pond is of no use to him

 for he must feed his baby










